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Man and the Space Around
Him
Modern technology has the power
to bring men together but
it can also separate them with
unforeseen barriers.

In the past, man lived in several scales: in part he lived in
his personal scale, that is, by himself; in part, with his
family; in part, with his immediate neighbours, with his
distant neighbours, or with his fellow citizens in the city
and in the city-state. His participation in the life of people
beyond his city was very small, and his meetings with
other nationals were very often limited to the battlefield.
Today the radio or television set occupies a considerable
part of what used to be time for intra-family contacts,
chats, and discussions, and people receive news from the
other end of the world much more easily than they do
from the other end of their small city. Because
commentators for world news have been selected much
more carefully than young reporters covering local news,
not only the quantity but also the quality of news coming
from the small old scales is now of a lower order. If we
subdivide the whole earth into a scale of units of several
classes -- man, room, family, city, the whole earth -- we
see that it is becoming easier for us to get news from big
distances and more and more difficult from small ones.
Meanwhile man's physical contacts with his neighbours
have become much more difficult. Who, in our days, can
allow his child to run across the street and meet the
neighbours and make friends? It is a well-known fact that
people living in blocks of apartments cannot be as friendly
as next-door neighbours. The head-to-feet contacts (of
people at different floors) do not help people to become
acquainted, as did the head-to-head, feet-to-feet
relationship of the older days. The car has penetrated
among people and broken their direct physical
relationship, while the elevator does not help people to
meet residents of other floors.
The number of potential human contacts has now
increased enormously, and this means that man can have
a much greater choice of contacts than before; but many
of these contacts are of a different nature and depend on
preselected choices -- the ones made by the networks of
telecommunications, for instance. The old balance
between contacts at several scales has been replaced by
new ones, and we do not know how these contacts are
influencing man's nature.
The same forces that allowed man to gain new levels of
community life at new scales have deprived him of his old
scales and his old communities. The expression that the
"earth is shrinking" is not accurate; the truth is that major
dimensions of the earth are shrinking while minor ones are
expanding. The expression "man is expanding" is not
accurate; it is true that new dimensions at a large scale
are being created, but his choices over small distances are
being reduced because they are becoming more difficult.
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The human scale of relationships is not shrinking, it is
becoming larger and more inhuman.
Whereas the gain of new scales is beneficial for man, provid
we cannot allow man to shrink with it; if man is expanding
we cannot allow him to expand in the minor scales since
this would threaten his very existence. In both cases we
have a lack of balance between man and the space around
him, and man is in danger. It is therefore natural for man
to try to develop the contacts with his surroundings he
had in the past -- but we are depriving him of this
opportunity by leading him toward a human settlement
which is losing its minor scales. The "shrinking earth" is
cramping the non-shrinking man in a very dangerous way.
The value of these arguments is easily understood when
we apply them to children, who open their eyes and their
hands in order to develop contacts with the world around
them. As things stand we tell them that this is possible
only as far as the apartment door -- beyond that is the
unknown, unfriendly, hostile land into which they may
walk only when an adult is holding their hand. How can
they discover their world? And how can the grown-ups find
their balance in their own world? Modern man is turning
into a lonely troglodyte right in the middle of a dense
crowd. What will be his benefit from the great shrinking
world when his ties with his fellow men are breaking?
Since the beginning of his history man has been striving to
live in more than one scale; he formed families, tribes,
villages, cities, nations, and leagues of all these, and he
always tried to create larger social and physical scales
within which he could develop even better. In this process
he never eliminated the scales and levels of a lower order
-- he always enriched his space and never impoverished it.
Our era is the first during which the opposite is happening.
It is time for us to understand that we need to live in all
scales, the old ones, which should not be destroyed, and
the new ones to be added. Only in this way will our life
gain from technological progress and not be endangered -and this should be our goal, until somebody can prove, if
anyone can, that the elimination of minor levels of
communities will be beneficial for man. Life in all scales
and at all levels requires the definition of these scales and
levels. There are fifteen levels on our earth today and one
at least beyond it, a total of sixteen levels of community
organizations for present-day man. These levels begin
from the biological unit of the single man, proceed to the
room, and then to the biological and social unit of the
family, to the neighbourhoods of several sizes, to the town
of the past, to the large city, to the metropolis and beyond
it, until they arrive at the whole earth and communities
that may be beyond it. Man needs to be given the chance
to isolate himself or come into contact with others, at all
these levels. He needs the opportunity of isolation within
his family house -- therefore a single room for every
member -- but also of meeting with other family
members, therefore a living room for the family. He must
be given the chance of isolating himself from his
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“We must build the city of man in
such a way as will give to each one of
us the maximum number of choices. .
. .”

"We should try to give everybody
the greatest freedom. There is no
reason, for example, to break the
path of the pedestrian by automobile
traffic. If somebody insists that he
likes mixing with traffic, he can
always walk across driveways" - New
York's 42nd Street (above): The
"Barnes Dance," with all automobiles
stopped, permits pedestrians to cross
a chaotic intersection. Fifth Avenue
(below) shows typically crowded
pattern of pedestrian traffic in
midtown Manhattan.

neighbours within his house or his garden with high
compound walls, but also of meeting with them in the
small street, the square without cars but with works of art,
the public hall, the pub, the corner store. He must also be
given the chance to meet with larger and larger groups in
corresponding places, from clubs to the theatre and the
opera.
To achieve this he must meld his way of living, as
expressed in his city, by creating distinct communities of
all sizes, at all levels, belonging to a total hierarchical
system of communities. This is an organizational need.
When I speak of hierarchical structure I do not mean an
operation and function of society which would be
exclusively hierarchical. The structure of the city should be
hierarchical so that every community of a lower order
belongs to the one of a higher order and through it to
even higher ones. But the function of the city, the
movement of people within it, was and is free, and
everybody must be given the opportunity to move in all
directions. Unlike natural organisms, our cities tend to
allow for the maximum of choices in movement. This
alone justifies their existence.
We should not be afraid to organize our lives and our
cities with communities at all levels; we do it for our
rooms and our houses and we are not prisoners in them
even when we lock the doors as long as we are the ones
to keep the keys. We should do the same for our
communities at all levels; we should construct them
properly in a way which will allow us to belong to them
and be free to move out of them on a temporary or
permanent basis. Sometimes I am asked why I insist on
constructing and separating the communities in such a
way. My answer is that this is the only natural way, since
only this type of solution leaves people free to choose
what they like; the opposite -- the elimination of
community boundaries and consequent condemnation of
people to lives deprived of all minor levels of community
organization -- would mean imposing life at one scale
only, would mean imposing society on man, and this
would threaten our own freedom. It could possibly destroy
the individual.
If we manage to structure our city hierarchically, we will
not be confused any longer by the arguments of whether
we must live in the neighbourhood or the city, in the city
or the metropolis, the metropolis or the megalopolis -since we will learn that this is not the way to face our
problems. Similarly, the issue is not one of "national"
versus "international," but one of both blended in the
proper way at every moment and for every case. We must
learn to live in all sizes of communities, in a proper
balance. We must all be able to live in all scales, and each
one must do this in his own way by selecting his own
balance of life in different scales.
If we must all live in all scales, we must learn how to plan
and build our cities in such a way as to give all of us the
maximum choices. Since our cities restrict, because of
their structure, the total number of our choices -- we
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cannot for example walk through a highway or a wall -we must study the type of structure that eliminates the
smallest possible number of alternatives. To achieve this
we must conceive the best type of life and then build the
structure that allows the best function in the sense of a
maximum of choices. We must establish certain criteria
leading to a system of alternatives, since there are an
enormous number of them. Such criteria should be easily
understood and judged by everybody concerned so that
the expression of opinions can become an objective one,
and consequently all opinions can be compared and
assessed on the same basis.
One such criterion is the economic one, but to begin
with it would be misleading since economics defines
feasibility, and if we start with it we may restrict our
choices in an unnecessary way. It is much better to start
with criteria of desirability, build our system, and then
eliminate alternatives on the basis of the economic
criterion. With such considerations we can build our
system --first expressed as function and then as structure
on the basis of the criterion of time. Since we always
speak of our life, or of type of life, we cannot measure it in
any better way than by its length and by the way in which
we spend each part of it.
Today the average person of all ages and both sexes
spends 75 per cent or three-quarters of his lifetime at
home. The figure is 76 per cent for the U.S. citizen, and
almost the same for the citizens of many other countries - for Athens, Greece, for example, it is 73.3 per cent.
Under these conditions we can consider how much
attention and how many resources we spend for "home,"
which does not consist of the house only, but also of its
surroundings, in which the child gradually grows and
where the housewife has most of her daily contacts. We
will discover that we spend too little for this "home."
In the same way we will consider whether it is
reasonable for the average American male between the
ages of twenty and fifty-nine to spend 6 per cent of his
time or one-third of his total free time commuting, and
whether it is reasonable to allow this percentage to
increase dangerously. Is it not preferable to invest more in
a better system of transportation which will free him for 5
per cent of his lifetime, adding 3.5 years to his life
expectancy, or more than five years when we consider the
addition on the basis of his non-sleeping hours?
But if we are to build the structure which will be best for
everybody, we must ask two questions. First, who must
make the decisions that will commit the community but
give everybody a maximum of choices? Secondly, we must
ask how can each one be given a maximum of choices for
the use of the common structure of society and city. The
answer to both questions is based on a belief in the very
primary values of personal freedom. Nobody but the
person or persons concerned can make the decision about
whether they like family or community life more, and
which kind of community, at which level. Everyone must
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be given the maximum number of choices in order to
create his own way of living in all scales, at all community
levels. This is society's greatest responsibility toward the
individual -- not to decrease his choices by arbitrary
judgements and decisions on the "shrinking earth," but to
increase all his chances to choose among all scales, at all
levels, for all qualities and ages.
The answer to the first question requires an exact
definition of the type of problem we are talking about and
the size of community affected. If, for example, we want
to know whether motor traffic should be allowed through a
community, we must determine whether we are speaking
of the smallest possible unit, that is the family and its
home, or of a unit such as the large city. The question
requires a different answer at each level, and this answer
is related to conditions, such as numbers and speed of
automobiles, and leads to different conclusions and
solutions.
The answer to the second question is in several ways
easier if we want to behave wisely and not in an
authoritarian way in the name of a sometimes
questionable expertise. In principle, following the previous
thoughts, we can say that decisions will be made by
everybody, if they do not influence the community in any
negative way. In cases where it is a matter of function,
such as the movement of people, we should try to give
everybody the greatest freedom. There is no reason, for
example, to break the path of the pedestrian by
automobile traffic. If somebody insists that he likes mixing
with traffic, he can always walk across driveways.
The question is more complex when we are speaking not
of function but of structure -- if people have to build in
addition to what the city builds for them, their houses,
shops, etc. In such cases, any doubts can be settled by
the people concerned, if we give them the right chance. I
will mention one recent case to prove my point. In a
housing development in a large American city, I was told
"the American citizen does not like fences around his
property." Since my experience in this city, in which I had
walked for two weeks, had been different, I presented my
case in favour of fences. The argument could not be
resolved, and finally my proposal of compromise was
accepted -- that fences should not be built, and the
residents shall be free to build them themselves if they
wanted. Two years after they moved in, more than half of
them did erect fences and more are following their
example.
We need to live in all scales -- this is an imperative
necessity for all of us if we are to preserve our human
qualities and take advantage of the new possibilities
offered by expanding technology. In order to achieve this
we must create a way of life and build the city of man in
such a way as will give to each one of us the maximum
number of choices in every possible combination of life at
all levels. Society has the obligation to create such a way
of life and such a city. Each one of us can then find his
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own way of life. Until then we are not allowed to overlook
any value created in the past, any value promised by the
future. If we do not know how to face special situations,
we cannot learn from the great human laboratory around
us, which very often helps us learn by allowing people to
decide by themselves. Theirs is the life and the city.
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